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•  GC64 ISA Extension(s) 

•  Future Development  
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WHY A RISC-V EXTENSION? 
Motivations & goals behind GoblinCore64 
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GC64 Overview 

•  Original project 
•  Ground up effort to build an architecture and ISA for data intensive 

computing 

•  Latest Research 
•  Utilize the core ISA/machine architecture from RISC-V 
•  Build extensions to core RISC-V architecture for data intensive computing 

•  Focus on what matters:  
 

Programmable Data Intensive 
Computing Performance 
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GC64 Requirements 

•  Data intensive algorithms & applications 
•  Sparse data structures 
•  Sparse Matrix/SPMV 
•  Graph computations 
•  Network Theory 

•  Driving characteristics  
•  Non-Unit Stride Memory Access 

•  Scatters/Gathers 

•  Memory Intensive  
•  Cache unfriendly 

•  Non deterministic 
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Architectural Goals 

•  Simple architectural components 
•  Scaling the degree concurrency within an SoC is a manufacturing problem, not 

a design problem 

•  Simple ISA extensions conducive to compiler optimizations 
for concurrent applications 
•  NOT writing the world’s latest parallel compiler 

•  Provide low-level hardware support for mutable 
concurrency 
•  A task lives in HARDWARE 

•  Provide hardware mechanisms to minimize hardware 
context switch latency 

•  Provide well-defined mechanisms on when and how 
context switch events occur 
•  Provide a well-defined mechanism for USER SPACE code to induce a context 

switch 
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GC64 ARCHITECTURE 
ORGANIZATION 

…and why its important for our ISA extension 
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GC64 Architecture 
Organization 
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The task processor is permitted to execute instructions from a single task
unit on any given cycle. In this manner, each task processor permits full control
from a single task unit at any given time. It is the job of the thread control unit
to enforce which task unit is in focus on any given cycle. Any time the thread
control unit switches focus from one task unit to an adjacent task unit, we refer
to this event as a context switch. The thread control unit may select a new task
unit only from the task units that are directly attached. GC64 requires that at
least one task unit exist per task processor. GC64 permits a maximum of 256
task units per task processor.

Figure 2: GC64 Task Processor

1.3.4 Task Group

The GC64 Task Group consists of one or more task processors interconnected
to a local memory management unit (MMU). This MMU serves two purposes.
First, it determines whether a request is designated as a local request or a global
request. Local requests are serviced by either the on-chip scratchpad memory or
one or more HMC interfaces. Global requests are serviced by o↵-chip resources.

The second major task of the local MMU is request coalescing. Memory
requests from multiple tasks across multiple task units and task processors are
coalesced into larger request packets in order to optimize channel bandwidth
utilization.
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GC64 Architecture 
Organization cont. 
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Figure 3: GC64 Task Group

1.3.5 Socket

The GC64 socket consists of a single GC64 system on chip (SoC) module. This
module consists of of one or more GC64 task groups. These task groups are
integrated via a network on chip interface to four shared on-chip components.
These components as described as follows:

• Scratchpad: The on-chip software-managed scratchpad unit acts as a
very high performance, user-mapped storage mechanism for commonly
used data

• Atomic Memory Operation Unit: [AMO]Controls queuing, ordering
and arbitration of atomic memory operations

• HMC Channel Interface: One or more HMC channel interfaces handle
the protocol interaction to/from one or more HMC devices.

• O↵-Chip Network Interface: The o↵-chip interface handles any o↵-
chip memory requests that utilize the GC64 memory addressing mecha-
nisms.
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GC64 SoC 
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Figure 4: GC64 Socket

1.3.6 Node

The GC64 node architecture consists of one or more GC64 socket modules that
reside on a single node addressing domain. These modules may be locally in-
terconnected or physically co-located on a singular PCB.
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User-Visible Registers 

•  TCTX 
•  64bit register that holds the address of 

the current task context 

•  TID 
•  64bit register that holds the current 

task ID 

•  TQ 
•  64bit register that holds the address of 

the task queue 

•  TE 
•  Task exception register: exceptions 

specific to task operations 

•  GCONST 
•  Constant register defining the locality 

of the given task unit 

•  GARCH 

•  Architecture description register 
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mode using a single instruction, gette. It cannot be written to from normal user
mode. It can only be written from supervisor mode using a single instruction,
sette.

63 0
TE

The GC64 extension adds a configuration register, gconst that is user-visible.
The gconst register is an unsigned 64bit register that contains the identity pa-
rameters for the containing task unit and GC64 processor. The gconst register
can only be read. It cannot be written to. It can only be read via the getgconst

instruction. The gconst register contains the following fields.

Mnemonic Bits Size [Bits] Description

TU [7:0] 8 Task Units ID [hardware]
TP [15:8] 8 Task Processors ID
TG [23:16] 8 Task Group ID
SID [31:24] 8 Socket ID
NID [47:32] 16 Node ID
PID [63:48] 16 Partition ID

63 0
GCONST

The GC64 extension adds an architecture description register, garch that is
user-visible. The garch register is an unsigned 64bit register that contains the
configuration parameters for the containing task unit and GC64 processor. The
garch register can only be read. It cannot be written to. It can only be read
via the getgarch instruction. The garch register contains the following fields.

Mnemonic Bits Size [Bits] Description

NTU [7:0] 8 Number of task units per processor
NTP [15:8] 8 Number of task processors per group
NTG [23:16] 8 Number of task groups per socket
NS [31:24] 8 Number of sockets per node
NN [47:32] 16 Number of nodes per partition
NP [63:48] 16 Number of partitions

63 0
GARCH

2.2.2 Supervisor Registers

The GC64 extension contains a single supervisor register. This register is con-
tained within each task unit and is referred to as the gkey register. The purpose
of this register is to contain the security key loaded via the kernel and construc-
tor routines at application launch such that rogue tasks cannot spawn tasks in
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Supervisor Registers 

•  GKEY 

•  The “gkey” register contains a 64-bit key loaded by the kernel 
•  The key determines whether a task may spawn and execute 

work on neighboring task processors 
•  Can only be written from privileged code 
•  This provides a very rudimentary protection mechanism in 

order to prevent:  
•  Task resource starvation from other process spaces 

•  Memory bandwidth utilization from outside process address spaces 

•  Well defined mechanism to constrain the bounds of highly concurrent 
applications 

Currently being revised based upon the 
latest supervisor specification 
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Machine State Registers 

•  GCOUNT 

•  Tracks the current state of a task’s context pressure 
•  Every instruction increments this value 
•  Once the value reaches the overflow threshold, a context switch event is 

injected 
•  Cannot be read or written directly from any instructions 
•  One instruction, ctxsw, implicitly forces an overflow 
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GC64 RISC-V EXTENSION 
Current GC64 RISC-V specification 
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RISC-V ISA Requirements 

•  What are we using from the core RISC-V architecture 
spec?  

•  ISA: 
•  RV64I: 64bit integer arithmetic and addressing support 
•  M-Extension: 64-bit integer multiplication and division 
•  A-Extension: Atomic instructions 

•  Optional Support: 
•  F-Extension: Single-precision floating point arithmetic support and storage 
•  D-Extension: Double-precision floating point arithmetic support and 

storage 
•  RC128I: Extended (scalable) 128-bit addressing support 

•  Physical addressing is architected to accept 128-bit extension 
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GC64 Instruction Extensions 

•  Integer load/store instructions 
•  Single Precision load/store instructions 
•  Double Precision load/store instructions 
•  Concurrency instructions 
•  Task control instructions 
•  Environment instructions 
•  Supervisor instructions 
•  Extended addressing instructions 
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RISCFV%Standard%Base%ISA%Details%

!  32;bit(fixed;width,(naturally(aligned(instruc/ons(
!  31(integer(registers(x1;x31,(plus(x0(zero(register(
! No(implicit(registers,(rs1/rs2/rd(in(fixed(loca/on(
!  Floa/ng;point(adds(f0;f31(registers(plus(FP(CSR,(also(
fused(mul;add(four;register(format(

! Designed(to(support(PIC(and(dynamic(linking(
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2.2 Base Instruction Formats

In the base ISA, there are four core instruction formats (R/I/S/U), as shown in Figure 2.2. All are
a fixed 32 bits in length and must be aligned on a four-byte boundary in memory. An instruction
address misaligned exception is generated if the pc is not four-byte aligned on an instruction fetch.

31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0

funct7 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd opcode R-type

imm[11:0] rs1 funct3 rd opcode I-type

imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 funct3 imm[4:0] opcode S-type

imm[31:12] rd opcode U-type

Figure 2.2: RISC-V base instruction formats.

The RISC-V ISA keeps the source (rs1 and rs2) and destination (rd) registers at the same position
in all formats to simplify decoding. Immediates are packed towards the leftmost available bits in
the instruction and have been allocated to reduce hardware complexity. In particular, the sign bit
for all immediates is always in bit 31 of the instruction to speed sign-extension circuitry.

Decoding register specifiers is usually on the critical paths in implementations, and so the in-
struction format was chosen to keep all register specifiers at the same position in all formats at
the expense of having to move immediate bits across formats (a property shared with RISC-IV
aka. SPUR [12]).

In practice, most immediates are either small or require all XLEN bits. We chose an asym-
metric immediate split (12 bits in regular instructions plus a special load upper immediate in-
struction with 20 bits) to increase the opcode space available for regular instructions. In addition,
the ISA only has sign-extended immediates. We did not observe a benefit to using zero-extension
for some immediates and wanted to keep the ISA as simple as possible.

2.3 Immediate Encoding Variants

There are a further two variants of the instruction formats (SB/UJ) based on the handling of
immediates, as shown in Figure 2.3.

In Figure 2.3 each immediate subfield is labeled with the bit position (imm[x ]) in the immediate
value being produced, rather than the bit position within the instruction’s immediate field as is
usually done. Figure 2.4 shows the immediates produced by each of the base instruction formats,
and is labeled to show which instruction bit (inst[y ]) produces each bit of the immediate value.

The only di↵erence between the S and SB formats is that the 12-bit immediate field is used to encode
branch o↵sets in multiples of 2 in the SB format. Instead of shifting all bits in the instruction-
encoded immediate left by one in hardware as is conventionally done, the middle bits (imm[10:1])
and sign bit stay in fixed positions, while the lowest bit in S format (inst[7]) encodes a high-order
bit in SB format.



GC64 Integer Load/Store 

•  Gathers (indexed load) 
•  LBGTHR Rd, Rs1, Rs2 
•  Rd = Rs1[Rs2] 
•  Effective Base Address = 

addr( rs1 + (rs2 * size_in_bytes)) 

•  Scatters (indexed store) 
•  SBSCATR Rs1, Rs2, Rs3 
•  Rs2[Rs3] = Rs1 
•  Effective Base Address = 

addr( rs1 + (rs2 * size_in_bytes)) 
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GC64 Concurrency 
Instructions 

•  IWAIT Rd, Rs1, Rs2 
•  Pend the execution of the next 

instruction until the register 
hazard on the register index at 
Rd has been cleared 

•  The pend is upheld while:  
•  rs2 < rs1 

•  CTXSW 
•  Set the gcount register to an 

overflow state, thus forcing the 
current task to context switch 
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2.6.1 iwait rd, rs1, rs2

Pend the execution of the encountering task until the hazard on the integer
register specified by rd has been cleared. The clear register state indicates
that no outstanding load operations are in flight and no outstanding arithmetic
operations are in the pipeline. The encountering thread pends as long as rs2

< rs1. The maximum number of cycles to pend is rs1-rs2. The machine state
adheres to the following state:

Data: rd is the target integer register, rs1 is the max unsigned value to
be, rs2 is the unsigned start value

Result: The encountering task unit pends until rs2 is greater than or
equal to rs1

while rs2 less than or equal to rs2 do
rs2++;

end
clear iwait state

2.6.2 ctxsw

Implicitly set the gcount machine state register to its maximum value. The
result being a forcible context switch of the encountering task. If the task
control logic does not have any subsequent tasks ready for execution, then the
minimum context switch wait time is a single clock cycle.

2.7 Task Control Instructions

The task control instructions require a full 32-bit encoding space. We utilize
the standard R-type format for each of the instructions. In this manner, all the
task control instructions do not accept bundled immediate values. All explicit
immediate values must be loaded to an integer register (x0-x31 ). The instruction
encoding space is depicted as follows:

GC64 Task Major Control Instructions
31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0

0000111 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd 0111111

GC64 Task Context Read (Get) Instructions
31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0

0001000 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd 0111111

GC64 Task Context Write (Set) Instructions
31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0

0001001 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd 0111111

2.7.1 spawn rd, rs1

Spawn a task using the task context at the address specified by the integer
register rs1. Return the status of the spawn operation in the integer register
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GC64 Task Control 
Instructions 
•  SPAWN Rd, Rs1 

•  Spawn a new task using the context at Rs1 

•  JOIN Rd, Rs1 
•  Join a task using the task context at Rs1 

•  GETTASK RD, TCTX 
•  Retrieve the task context value for the encountering task unit  
•  “Where do I get my new tasks from?” 

•  SETTASK TCTX, RD 
•  Set the task context value for the encountering task unit 
•  “This is where I get my new tasks from!” 

•  GETTID RD, GTID 
•  “What is my {task,thread,etc} id?  

•  Modifying Task Queue Values 
•  GETTQ RD, TQ 
•  SETTQ TQ, RS1 
•  GETTE RD, TE 
•  SETTE TE, RS1 
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GC64 Task Queue Structure 
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Figure 7: GC64 Task Queue Link Structure

• NODE: The node next pointer is, by default, a 64bit pointer to a task
queue structure on an adjacent node. In the optional 128bit addressing
mode, this pointer is 128bits. If this pointer value is NULL, then no
adjacent task queues are connected.

• PART: The partition next pointer is, by default, a 64bit pointer to a
task queue structure on an adjacent partition. In the optional 128bit
addressing mode, this pointer is 128bits. If this pointer value is NULL,
then no adjacent task queues are connected.

We may also define these keystone structures in both the 64 and 128bit
addressing modes in terms of a basic C structure as follows:

/* Task Queue Keystone */

struct task_keystone{

uint64_t id; /* unique task keystone id */

struct task_queue *socket;

struct task_queue *node;

TR 2015-001 31

•  Task control 
instructions 
manipulate a well-
defined task queuing 
construct 
•  Instructions are implemented 

via small RISC-V cores and 
embedded microcode 

•  Permits deterministic 
placement of task/
thread work via a low-
level runtime library 



FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Next steps in GC64 development 
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Future Development 

•  The core architectural specification is documented 
•  See http://discl.cs.ttu.edu/gitlab/gc64/gc64-doc 

•  The next steps in hardware design/implementation: 
1.  Complete the design and implementation of the memory coalescing unit! 
2.  Complete the design of the scratchpad memory layout 
3.  Begin design and path-finding efforts on the scalable network architecture 
4.  Demonstrate the initial architectural spec on an FPGA! 

•  The next steps in software design/implementation: 
1.  Harden the current simulator implementation(s) 
2.  Rework portions of the the software scratchpad runtime (named address 

spaces) 
3.  Complete the low-level runtime library 
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Questions/Comments? 

 
 

John Leidel 
john.leidel@ttu.edu 

http://discl.cs.ttu.edu/gitlab/groups/gc64 
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